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any immigrants are
interested in investing
in our capital
markets, but lack the
confidence to

participate. Research shows that
information about investing is an
important part of the newcomer
settlement process; yet there is very
little translated material available to
the more than 5.3 million
Canadians whose first language is
neither English nor French.  

The Investor Education Fund of
the Ontario Securities Commission
funded the Ontario Council of
Agencies Serving Immigrants
(OCASI) to respond to newcomers'

requests for clear, accurate and
credible information. The Newcomer
Investor Education Kit introduces
newcomers to the basic services,
vocabulary and individuals involved
in investing. The kit explains the
basics of investing, how to choose a
financial advisor, the complaint
process and the roles, rights and
responsibilities of all who participate
in the investment market.

The kit includes one original
document, a Newcomer’s Guide to
Investing, as well as four other
documents from the Ontario
Securities Commission and the
Canadian Securities Administrators.
All five documents have been trans-

lated into Arabic, Chinese, Russian,
Spanish, Tagalog and Urdu kits.

“This kit is designed to help
newcomers to better understand the
investment environment and what it
means to invest their money,”
explains Marco Campana, Content
Coordinator of Settlement.Org.  “It
will help them to find resources and
make better choices about what role
investing will play in their personal
financial strategy.”

continued on page 10
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SETTLEMENT WORKERS IN
SCHOOLS (SWIS)
Over the years we have continued to
assess the needs of our newcomer
community and the resources
Windsor has to offer. We have
recently participated in a Pilot SWIS
program. We already held a weekly
presence in the local high schools. 
The plans to formalize this
partnership and have a settlement
worker based permanently in three
local elementary schools has been
met with a tremendous response
and enthusiasm from the school
board and their teachers. 

Parents have received the
program well, and we have learned a
great deal from the school board
about the challenges ESL teachers
face without the support of programs
like SWIS. Our community has waited
eagerly for the SWIS program and we
look forward to the next few months
as we develop our community
partnerships and program to reach
and assist everyone who needs our
help. Initial feedback has indicated
that this pilot program is a “must
have” for local schools. 

LINC CHILDMINDING
We are also providing a unique
service to the Windsor community
through the LINC Childminding
program, which creates a nurturing
starting point for newcomer children
and their families. And while the
program provides care for toddlers
and preschoolers of newcomers
participating in LINC classes within
the YMCA facility, we are the only
service provider who offers an infant

program in the Windsor-Essex
County area. We see this as fulfilling
the need to enable new mothers
with babies to attend LINC classes
when their child is as young as 6
months of age.

Educators of young children
facilitate this language enriched
quality childcare program which can
accommodate up to 67 children
daily. In this safe and supportive
environment, the children learn, 

OUR COMMUNITY HAS WAITED EAGERLY FOR
THE SWIS PROGRAM AND WE LOOK FORWARD TO THE
NEXT FEW MONTHS AS WE DEVELOP OUR COMMUNITY
PARTNERSHIPS AND PROGRAM TO REACH AND ASSIST
EVERYONE WHO NEEDS OUR HELP

Suzana Belan, Michelle Suchiu, Jacquie Rumiel, Program Staff, YMCA of Windsor-Essex

MEETING NEEDS ONE CLIENT AT A TIME:
YMCA OF WINDSOR-ESSEX
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THE YMCA OF WINDSOR-ESSEX ENJOYS AN ENDURING RELATIONSHIP WITH ITS COMMUNITY. TRACING ITS
ORIGINS TO 1868, THE WINDSOR-ESSEX Y CAN DATE ITS FIRST NEWCOMER SETTLEMENT SERVICES BACK TO
1948. THE WINDSOR-ESSEX Y BEGAN AS A SOCIAL-RECREATIONAL MEETING PLACE, FREQUENTED FIRST BY
HUNGARIAN NEWCOMERS. AS THE NEEDS OF OUR COMMUNITY HAVE CHANGED OVER THE YEARS, THE YMCA HAS
CUSTOMIZED ITS PROGRAMS TO MEET THOSE NEEDS.



play, socialize and stay active.  In
keeping with the YMCA mission and
objectives, we believe in the child’s
overall development. This quality
care setting offers a clean, nurturing
learning centre where children in
small groups enjoy a balance of
activities in a stable and responsive
environment. 

The YMCA Childminding team
believes in the potential of a child
and the strength of the family unit.
Active parental participation is
encouraged by staff who view child
care as a positive extension of the
home environment.  Working
together, we lay the foundation for
children to grow into caring and
contributing adults in Canada.

JSW PROGRAM

A good quote often serves as a
source of inspiration.  One that we
recently came across made perfect
sense within the context of our Job
Search Workshops (JSW) program:
“Success can be yours, but nothing

happens by itself.  It will all come your way

once you understand that you have to

make it come your way by your own efforts.

When opportunity knocks, be ready.” 
The YMCA of Windsor-Essex has

been successfully offering JSW
since the program’s  inception in
1998.  Driven by motivated,

professional and creative staff, our
JSW aims to  provide the
information that internationally-
trained individuals need in order to
be self-reliant and confident in their
chosen profession.  

Implementing specialized
workshops early on was our answer
to clients’ needs as they would
surface during initial assessments,
workshops or individual counselling
sessions.  Specifically, the Windsor Y
has worked with internationally-
trained engineers since 1999.
Partnerships with the Professional
Engineers of Ontario – with their
local chapter, local recruiters and
employers were vital.  As a result,
our workshops included the
participation of engineering
professionals who not only provided
our clients with the right answers,
but also with networking contacts,
and ultimately, the confidence to
pursue careers in their field.   

We were recently invited to
contribute to a new JSW curriculum
for internationally-trained engineers
by sharing the information and
experience we have gained during
the past years.  Our JSW staff
welcome these types of projects
because they allow us to share and
learn from other JSW providers.
What better way to learn and
improve than through our already

established JSW networks! 
Our goal is to continue to

improve our client services.  Right
now we are focused on developing a
workshop for newcomer women
that addresses obstacles they face
in balancing family life and work.  

Reestablishing career status
takes time and requires self-
confidence and determination.  Most
of those who reach out for our help
are well aware of the steps they
need to take.  We only consider
ourselves successful if our clients
believe in possibilities, think
proactively, and take on new
challenges despite the obstacles
that come their way. The message
we choose to convey to our clients is
“The fear of the unknown shouldn’t be

what stops us, but what makes us stronger

in our determination to go forward”.  

“SUCCESS CAN BE
YOURS, BUT NOTHING
HAPPENS BY ITSELF.  IT WILL
ALL COME YOUR WAY ONCE YOU
UNDERSTAND THAT YOU HAVE
TO MAKE IT COME YOUR WAY
BY YOUR OWN EFFORTS.”
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SWIS:
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On her family’s tenth day in
Canada, Nadra Quereshi got a call
from Lina, the settlement worker at
her daughter’s elementary school.
They met the next day at the school
and so began Nadra’s introduction
to the many free government and
community services for
newcomers. 

Facilitating that phone call and
meeting is a partnership between
the settlement agency, the school
board and CIC that is known as the
Settlement Workers in Schools
program. There are SWIS programs
in 15 school boards in six Ontario
communities: Ottawa, Hamilton,
Toronto and Waterloo, Peel and York
Regions. 

Although the details vary slightly
from project to project, SWIS
programs work within a common
framework.   

1 Outreaching to all newly-arrived
parents in elementary and
secondary schools and to
newcomer youth in secondary
schools and providing information
and referral services for their
stage in the settlement process.
Nadra had many questions about
getting a health card.  Lina answered her
questions and showed her the flyers
Health Information for the First Three
Months and 14 Things to do in Your First
Weeks in Canada. Lina also gave her the

address of the nearest community
health centre. After their meeting, Lina
met with a parent who wanted to enter
the workforce for the first time since
arriving in Canada three years ago.

2Working with community services
and school staff to organize
workshops to help clients learn
what they will need to know as
they settle and as their children
proceed through school.  In her
meeting with the settlement
worker, Nadra learned about the
Welcome to School event for
newcomer parents and that there
will be workshops on other topics
such as parent teacher interviews
and planning summer activities for
your child. Lina also told her about
where she can get her own
education qualifications assessed
and about an employment
orientation workshop at the local
settlement agency. 

3Linking with school staff to
increase their understanding of
and collaboration with newcomer
families. Lina, who works in several

schools, has made presentations to staff
about the expectations that newcomer
parents and schools have of each other,
and how to bridge that gap. Most
school based settlement workers
find that some of their most
effective work with school staff
happens in informal one-on-one
discussions. Many teachers say 

By Peter Dorfman, Provincial Coordinator, SWIS Program

THE SETTLEMENT WORKER MEETS
REGULARLY WITH A CONTACT PERSON, USUALLY A
PRINCIPAL IN AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL OR DEPARTMENT
HEAD IN A SECONDARY SCHOOL.    

SCHOOLS PROVIDE RESOURCE LINK FOR NEW IMMIGRANTS
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that the presence of the
settlement worker has led to a
much more newcomer-friendly
school environment.  

Similarly, at each school, the
settlement worker meets
regularly with a contact person,
usually a principal in an
elementary school or department
head in a secondary school. At the
evaluation meeting in June, Lina and
the school principal discussed the
ways in which they linked the families
of newly registered kindergarten
students to the first language collection
and the weekly storytelling at the local
library.

The details of the partnership are
set out in guidelines that are
negotiated between the partners in
each project. They identify what
each school will provide (such as
internet access), what the
settlement agency will provide
(such as a settlement worker two
days a week) and what CIC will
provide (such as funding). The
guidelines also mandate a steering
committee that meets three or four
times a year for overall planning,
evaluation  and setting the criteria
for selecting schools, such as high
numbers of newly arrived families
and socio-economic factors

In each project, the work and
the relationships are facilitated by
the project coordinator. 

Spending two days a week in a
school is an important feature of
the SWIS model.  A consistent

presence helps the client access
the settlement worker and
contributes to a strong relationship
with school staff.   

Working in a school presents
some unique challenges.  The
settlement worker has to be visible.
To that end, each worker has photo
ID with the logos of the settlement
agency, the school board and CIC.
SWIS has developed a number of
promotional and display materials
for the workers’ work spaces and
bulletin boards.  

To support the work, the SWIS
program has developed a number of
resource materials. New Moves: an
orientation video for newcomer
students, is available in 17
languages and features students
talking about their adjustment to
school and what made them
successful. The Newcomers Guide
to Elementary and Secondary
School is a series of handouts
about key school topics, such as
The Report Card, How ESL students
are Evaluated, Communicating with
the Teacher, and Understanding the
High School Course Selection
Process. The video called Your
Library, shows how public libraries
can help students be successful in
school and a new video, Meeting
the Teacher, explains the
importance of the parent-teacher
interview. 

In the summer, most SWIS
workers are based in the public
libraries near their schools.  The
relationship with the libraries is
guided by the same partnership
framework

All these materials are available 
to all settlement service providers
and information about how to
access them can be found on
www.settlement.org/edguide.  
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CORRECTION: The article entitled Learning English with the

CBC in the Summer 2005 issue of SNAP incorrectly
identified the web site's educational partner as

University of Ottawa. In fact, the educational partner is
Carleton University. We apologize for any confusion this
may have caused.



OUR VISIONS
he 2005 TESL Ontario
Conference – Our Visions,
Our Voices – was held
November 17 to 20 at the
Holiday Inn on King, our

third year at this venue. The city of
Toronto proclaimed the week of
November 13 to 19 to be English as a
Second Language Week.
Despite funding challenges, we
managed to present the same high
calibre of presentations as offered in
previous years. 

WHO ATTENDED?
We had approximately 750 attendees
this year, down from last year at
1,138. Due to a budget shortfall, CIC
Ontario Region was not able to
provide financial support to the
conference, which had an impact on
some participants’ ability to attend.
Nevertheless, given that 500 of last
year’s attendees were from LINC
programs whose attendance had
been subsidized, attendance was
good overall.

RESEARCH SYMPOSIA
This year’s research Symposia
included experts on the topics of
bullying, literacy and internationally
trained professionals. Participants
received the sessions on bullying and
internationally trained professionals
very well, with high evaluation ratings
reflecting their satisfaction with these
topics. 

EVENT-CASTING
This was the third year that TESL
Ontario partnered with Acorn Global
EKS. TESL members can now receive

half a PD credit for each hour viewed.
Over half of the participants who
responded to an evaluation question
on event-casting indicated they would
be interested in viewing sessions on-
line.

TECHNOLOGY FAIR
Technology Fair 2005 was the most
successful ever.  A total of 18
sessions, comprising both hands-on
and demonstration style, were
offered. Internet-based and
professional development related
workshops were among the themes
of the Technology Fair.  Participants
attended sessions on a variety of
topics, including research sessions
on riding the technology wave,
collaborative learning, web design,
integrating computer technology,
using web logs, and sessions on
PowerPoint and Word.  

Other presentations included new
educational software (mostly LINC
level), the use of the Internet as a
teaching resource, lab activities for
Beginners to Advanced, the new
TOEFL test and the Automated
Reservation System.  The Technology
Fair sessions were fully booked
during the 3-day event.  

POSITIVE EVALUATIONS
Conference evaluations turned in by
participants showed a high overall
satisfaction level with the conference.
In particular, participants were
pleased with the variety of topics, the
entertainment, and the overall
organization of the conference.
Thank you to all those who helped
make the event a success.

On November 21, 2005 the Canada-Ontario
Immigration Agreement was signed by former
Minister Volpe for Citizenship and Immigration
Canada and Minister Colle for the Ministry of
Citizenship and Immigration, Ontario.
Supplementary estimates were not approved
because of the federal election, which will affect
the timetable for funding approvals. However,
planning and implementation of certain aspects
of the agreement have begun.

The Agreement itself is available at
http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/ policy/fed-
prov/ont-2005-agree.html . 

> Several working groups have convened to
begin initial planning on several key points,
including immigration portals, settlement
and language training. 

> Sub-committees will be formed to explore
harmonization between basic services funded
through CIC’s Immigrant Settlement and
Adaptation Program (ISAP) and those of the
provincial Newcomer Settlement Program.
These committees will look to simplify
administrative processes for agencies funded
through those programs.

> Within one year, a pilot Provincial Nominee
Program, and an agreement on the entry of
temporary foreign workers will be developed.

> A memorandum with the City of Toronto will
be signed in the early fall 2006.

The role played by municipalities in
contributing to the settlement of newcomers is
expressly highlighted in the agreement. In
particular, the city of Toronto proper, which in
2004 received 26% of all the immigrants who
came to Canada, will have a seat at the table.
This aspect is unique among all Federal/
Provincial Immigration Agreements to date. 

Also of note, this agreement differs from
other arrangements that CIC has with the
provinces of Quebec, BC and Manitoba in that
the programs will continue to be delivered by
CIC, rather than being devolved to the province.

CANADA-ONTARIO
IMMIGRATION
AGREEMENT SIGNED

T

TESL CONFERENCE 2005

OUR VOICES
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The IT Project Management (PM)
course consists of 13 weeks of
intense project management
training. Participants attend the first
six weeks in class, followed by seven
weeks working for not-for-profit
organizations. The practicum gives
each participant an opportunity to
work as a Project Manager and gain
valuable Canadian experience. 

In addition to the Project
Management course, LEF offers
English Language Training with a
focus on technical writing and
occupation specific language to help
participants enhance their English
language skills. 

PILOTING THE COURSE

We began our pilot with seven
participants. By the second term we
were up to 20 participants. The
curriculum was revisited and
tightened, and the in-class schedule
adjusted to three days a week. These
changes greatly enhanced the
second term by giving participants
more time to study and absorb the
complex and technical Project
Management profession.

GRADUATE SUCCESSES

To date more than half of  the
participants have found employment
in the Information Technology field
within two months of completing the
LEF program. Many participants
have also attained certification with
the Project Management Institute. 

Graduates hold positions as
programmers, database architects
and project managers to name but a
few.  Participants’ employment
success is directly related to their
new knowledge and Canadian
experience. Due to its success, the
IT Project Management course has
extended its program, now offering
both day and evening classes.  

Project Management training is
available for a fee. LEF offers a
limited number of full and partial
scholarships to qualified applicants.
To find out more, visit
http://www.lefca.org/PMP  or call
416-760-2567.  

NEW PROJECT MANAGEMENT COURSE A HIT WITH PARTICIPANTS

THE LEARNING ENRICHMENT FOUNDATION, WITH SUPPORT FROM THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION OF
CANADA AND THE MINISTRY OF TRAINING, COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, LAUNCHED OUR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT MANAGEMENT COURSE IN APRIL 2005. 

By Margarida Almeida, Project Management Instructor, 

Learning Enrichment Foundation, Toronto

“Even though I was in the
pilot project, I chose to
attend additional  classes in
the next batch. I have found
these courses tremendously
useful. On Sept 13, I got my
PMP certification…” 
VINOD CHOUDHARY

“The Canadian work
experience I gained during
the practicum really helped
me to find a job. The
exposure gave me
confidence in dealing with
the interviewer.” 
ROGEL BARICAUA

Project Management (PM) is the
application of knowledge, Skills,
tools, and techniques to project
activities to meet the project
requirements.
Project Management Body of Knowledge -

PMBOK‚ Guide



ENGLISH FOR FRANCOPHONE
IMMIGRANTS

The Settlement Directorate of CIC in
Ontario Region is funding a pilot
project focusing on teaching English
to francophone immigrants. Collège
Boréal is presently administering
two courses in Hamilton and
London at LINC Level 5. These
courses combine both in-class and
distance studies delivery models
and can thus accommodate the
schedules of students with work and
family commitments. 

The pilot project has two
objectives. The first is to teach
francophone immigrants English,
the language of the labour market
in Southwestern Ontario, and thus
assist in their economic integration.
The second is to support these
immigrants’ social integration into
the francophone community by
creating a francophone environment
on the premises of a francophone
educational institution.  

GUIDE TO SERVICES

CIC is also funding the development
of a guide to services for
francophone immigrants in the
cities of Toronto, Ottawa, Hamilton,
London, Windsor and Sudbury. The
guide will consist of six separate
folders with information on each of
the aforementioned cities. Each
folder will contain an introduction to
the province of Ontario with
information on the three levels of
government and their services for

immigrants, the Official Languages
Act, and the Canadian way of life,
including topics such as equal
opportunity, diversity and
collaboration, and rights of the
individual. 

City-specific information
available in the guide will direct
newcomers to existing francophone
or bilingual organizations providing
emergency and social services,
housing, health insurance,
settlement services, language
courses, translation, help with
employment, education, health
services, legal aid, sports and
recreational activities. Each
publication will be accompanied by a
pocket-size map of the city with the
locations and contact numbers of
key organizations providing services
to francophone newcomers. 

ACTION PLAN FOR SUDBURY

To support our goal of helping
immigrants and refugees settle
outside of the urban centres such as
Toronto, CIC is piloting a project
focusing on the development of an
action plan for Sudbury.  

The pilot develops an approach
of bringing together a number of

economic and social sectors that
are vital to the successful
integration of francophone
newcomers, and aims at identifying
the crucial elements necessary to
successful integration in smaller,
more homogeneous, yet supportive
communities. These sectors include
social and community services,
health, education, government,
settlement, employment and
financial services. 

The project’s long-term
objective is to create an environment
where representatives of all sectors
relevant to successful settlement
(i.e. economic, social and cultural)
have worked together to develop and
implement strategies that attract
francophone immigrants to Sudbury. 

ECONOMIC CONSORTIUM ACTION
PLAN FOR TORONTO

A large number of Francophone
newcomers to Ontario identify
Toronto as their destination of
choice. This type of settlement
contributes to the diversity of the
city.  In order to ensure that
francophone immigrants and 
refugees integrate successfully into
the Toronto labour market, CIC 
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INITIATIVES FOR THE FRANCOPHONE COMMUNITY 
A NUMBER OF PROJECTS CURRENTLY UNDERWAY IN ONTARIO ARE DEDICATED TO SUPPORTING THE OBJECTIVES OF THE
STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK FOR FRANCOPHONE COMMUNITIES IN A MINORITY SITUATION. THEY ALL AIM AT ENHANCING
THE EXISTING SETTLEMENT INFRASTRUCTURE AND AT IMPROVING SERVICES THAT FACILITATE THE ECONOMIC, SOCIAL
AND CULTURAL INTEGRATION OF FRANCOPHONE NEWCOMERS INTO CANADIAN SOCIETY. 

CIC IS ALSO FUNDING THE DEVELOPMENT
OF A GUIDE TO SERVICES FOR FRANCOPHONE
IMMIGRANTS IN THE CITIES OF TORONTO, OTTAWA,
HAMILTON, LONDON,WINDSOR AND SUDBURY.  
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Ontario is funding an action plan
that will see an economic
consortium established. 

The first phase of this project,
funded in 2004, was based on a
feasibility study for an economic
consortium. The study defined the
economic context of the
francophone immigrants and
refugees and documented the need
for such an initiative. The
consortium will be created in the
current phase of the project.
Project staff are researching

international models and
developing concrete strategies and
structures that in the long-term
will address the needs of
francophone newcomers residing
in Toronto. 

PART OF A LONG-TERM STRATEGY

These initiatives are part of CIC’s
long-term strategy to support
francophone immigrant
communities in a minority situation
across Ontario. Projects are geared

towards making these
communities more vital through
economic, social and cultural
sector partnerships. The
Settlement Directorate of Ontario
Region could not have
accomplished this work without the
continuous support of the CIC
Ontario Sub-Committee on
francophone minority communities
whose members have generously
contributed to the planning of
these initiatives.  

The Multicultural Council of Windsor
and Essex County has been serving
the newcomer/ immigrant
population since 1973 and delivering
the LINC program since 1992. We
offer Literacy through Level 5 to our
clients in either day or evening
classes. This year we held the final
LINC graduation ceremony for the
year on Dec. 15, 2005 at the Serbian
Community Centre.  

Although the weather did not
cooperate, more than 175 people

came out to celebrate the successes
and accomplishments of our
students.  A total of  57 graduates
attended, representing all LINC
levels, including three who
graduated from the LINC program. 

The celebration would not have
been possible without the generous
support of the Serbian Community
Centre, which donated refreshments
and use of the hall. We also received
a beautiful floral donation from CF
Greenhouses which added festive

colour to the room. 
Senad Alicehajic, a former LINC

student who now works for the
Multicultural Council, was keynote
speaker. A talented group of
musicians performed, including
students and several staff members.  

Congratulations to all of our
students. We look forward to
another successful year with the
LINC Program at the Multicultural
Council of Windsor and Essex
County in 2006. 

CELEBRATING SUCCESS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
LINC GRADUATION AT THE MULTICULTURAL COUNCIL OF WINDSOR AND ESSEX COUNTY
Heather McNamara,  LINC Manager, Multicultural Council of Windsor and Essex County.



Citizenship and Immigration Canada
– Ontario Region is a funding
partner of the 211 service for
newcomers. This simple three-digit
number directly connects callers to
knowledgeable and helpful
information and referral specialists,
24 hours a day, seven days a week. 

211 is a free, confidential
multilingual telephone service, and
a searchable, online directory of
services. 211 offers a single point of
access for anyone seeking non-
emergency social services:
individuals, families, people facing
barriers because of language,
poverty or personal difficulty, as well
as professionals in government,
business or community agencies. 

Over 30% of callers to 211 are
newcomers looking for a wide range
of services including employment,
child care, housing and healthcare.

Caller surveys indicate that 100% of
clients would use the service again,
and recommend it to family and
friends. In 2004, 98% of callers
followed up on their referrals.
Service providers also rely on 211,
using both the telephone and the
website to provide information to
newcomers.

In 2006, 211 will receive an
estimated 600,000 calls, and people
will make over 15 million inquiries
online through 211Niagara.ca,
211SimcoeCounty.ca and
211Toronto.ca. 211 online directories
are partnered with Settlement.Org,
streaming community services data
into the extensive, newcomer-
centred content on Settlement.Org. 

The momentum for 211 is
building in Canada. Today, 15% of
Canadians have access to 211, and
there are many active

implementation projects across the
country, with provincial systems in
development for British Columbia
and Nova Scotia. 

For more information on 211, 
visit 211Canada.ca, email
information@211Canada.ca, or call
416-392-4605 or 1-800-836-3238.

In addition to producing the
Newcomer Investor Education Kit,
OCASI also worked with the Ontario
Securities Commission to offer
public education and information
sessions through settlement
workers and ESL classes. The
sessions helped answer newcomers’
questions about investing in Canada.
Among the questions raised by
session participants were those

clarifying the many kinds of
investments available in Canada,
and tips on avoiding investment
fraud or scams. 

The information kit helps
answer these and other questions,
including tax implications, RRSPs
and how to communicate effectively
with a financial advisor.

More than 90,000 copies of the
print documents were distributed

across the province to OCASI’s
members and other organizations
providing information and settle-
ment services to newcomers. The
documents are also available for
download in PDF format from the
websites of both the Investor
Education Fund (www.investorED.ca)
and Settlement.Org
(www.Settlement.Org).
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NOW AVAILABLE TO 29% OF PEOPLE IN ONTARIO
211 SERVICE
IN NOVEMBER 2005, FINDHELP JOINED WITH ASSOCIATE I&R ORGANIZATIONS, COMMUNITY CONNECTION AND
INFORMATION NIAGARA, TO LAUNCH 211 IN NIAGARA REGION AND SIMCOE COUNTY. TODAY, 29% OF PEOPLE IN ONTARIO
CAN FIND INFORMATION ABOUT COMMUNITY, SOCIAL, HEALTH AND RELATED GOVERNMENT SERVICES BY SIMPLY DIALING
2-1-1, AND THE FOUNDATIONS FOR A PROVINCE-WIDE SYSTEM HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED.

INVESTOR EDUCATION KIT AVAILABLE FOR NEWCOMERS continued from page 1


